Influence of Interface Bond Damage on the Mechanical Properties of CRTS III Slab Track
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Abstract. The interface bond damage between the slab and self-compaction concrete is one of the most common damages of CRTS III slab track. According to the CRTS III slab track structure characteristics, an finite element mechanical analysis model of track structure was established, which include rail, track slab, door type steel, self-compaction concrete and base. Furthermore, the influence of interface bond damage on the mechanical properties of CRTS III slab track was analyzed. Results show that compared with interface in good condition, the stress of track structure increased with the increase of the length of interface bond damage. Among them, the range of interface vertical stress, track slab and self-compaction concrete stress remarkable increased. Under train load, the maximum increase range of track structure stress was up to 9 times compared with interface in good condition. Under temperature gradient load, the maximum increase range of track structure stress was up to 2.4 times compared with interface in good condition. Under train and temperature gradient coupling loads, the maximum increase range of track structure stress was up to 11 times compared with interface in good condition.

Introduction

The application time of CRTS III slab track is short in China, and its stability is widely concerned by scholars [1-3]. A series of tests were carried out to improve the stability of CRTS III slab track by China Academy of Railway Sciences [4]. In order to improve the adaptability of the structure, expand the applicable scope and meet the requirement of the intercity railway at speed of 200 km/h or above, the design of CRTS III slab track, measurement and construction technologies were deeply researched by Li Yangcun [5]. A spatial model for static analysis of CRTS III slab track on roadbed was established by finite element software, and a vehicle-track coupling dynamic model was established by FOSYS, a dynamic analysis procedure developed by Wang Pu [6]. The statics and dynamics characteristics of track structure were compared in the cases of two main setting schemes of the recesses. However, owing to the shrinkage of self-compacting concrete, construction process, external environment and train load, the interface between track slab and self-compacting concrete is easy to produce bond damage [7]. In this paper, a model for analysis of CRTS III slab ballastless track on roadbed was established by finite element software according to the CRTS III track slab structure characteristics [8]. Meanwhile, the influence of interface bond damage on the CRTS III slab ballastless track structure were studied.

Calculation Model and Parameters

In order to study on the interstratal mechanical characteristics of track structure, a model for analysis of CRTS III slab track on roadbed was established by finite element software. Among them, rail was simulated by beam element and track slab, self compacting concrete and base were simulated by 3D solid element[9-10], as shown in Fig. 1. Owing to interstratal effect was considered, transverse reinforcement of door type steel was ignored. Therefore, a door type steel was simplified to two pin,
and door type steel was simulated by beam element. Constraint equation was constructed between door type steel and concrete in this finite model as shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 1. Finite element model       Figure 2. Constraint model of door type steel

Debonding Cases
Owing to the randomness of concrete structure, debonding position may exist anywhere in the interface between track slab and self-compacting concrete. According to locale survey and references [6], the cases of interface bond damage were divided into debond under edge of track slab, debond under central of track slab and debond under rail as shown in Fig. 3. The debonging longitudinal length of three cases are 0.28m, 0.91m, 1.54m, 2.17m, 2.8m, 3.43m, 4.06m, 4.69m, 5.32m, 5.6m. In order to comprehensive illustrate the influence of interface bond damage on mechanical characteristic, train load, temperature gradient load and coupling load are considered to calculate.

(a) debond under edge of slab    (b) debond under central of slab    (c) debond under rail

Figure 3. Debonding conditions

Influence of Interface Bond Damage on Mechanical Characteristic

Influence of Interface Bond Damage on Mechanics Characteristic under Train Load. Preceding theory and debonding conditions are considered to calculate the influence of interface bond damage under train load. However, the length of article is limited. Therefore, representative figures are listed as shown in Fig. 4~Fig. 6. Calculation shows that under train load, three debonding conditions are easy to cause remarkable changes of track structure stress. Among them, transversal and longitudinal tensile stress of track slab, transversal and longitudinal compression stress of self-compacting concrete and interface compression stress significantly increase. Compared with interface in good condition, the maximum change range up to 9 times.
Influence of Interface Bond Damage on Mechanics Characteristic under Temperature Gradient Load. Preceding theory and debonding conditions are considered to calculate the influence of interface bond damage under temperature gradient load. However, the length of article is limited. Therefore, representative figures are listed as shown in Fig. 7~Fig. 9. Calculation shows that under negative temperature gradient load, the vertical tensile stress near the debonding area under edge of slab significantly increased. Under positive temperature gradient load, the tensile stress near the debonding area under middle of slab and rail significantly increased. Compared with interface in good condition, the maximum change range up to 2.4 times.
Influence of Interface Bond Damage on Mechanics Characteristic under Coupling load.

Preceding theory and debonding conditions are considered to calculate the influence of interface bond damage under coupling load. However, the length of article is limited. Therefore, representative figures are listed as shown in Fig. 10~Fig. 11. Calculation shows that under coupling load, three debonding conditions are easy to cause remarkable changes of track slab stress. When the bond under edge of slab is damaged, transversal and longitudinal tensile stress of self-compacting concrete significantly increased. However, when the bond under edge middle of slab and rail are damaged, transversal and longitudinal stress of self-compacting concrete significantly increased. Compared with train load and temperature gradient load, under coupling load, interface vertical tensile stress increases more significantly. Compared with interface in good condition, the maximum change range up to 11 times.
Figure 10. When the bond under edge of the slab is damaged, the change rule of track structure

(a) compression stress of self-compacting concrete
(b) interface vertical stress

Figure 11. When the bond under middle of the slab is damaged, the change rule of track structure

(a) tensile stress of self-compacting concrete
(b) interface vertical stress

Conclusions

1. Compared with interface in good condition, the stress of track structure increased with the increase of the length of interface bond damage. Among them, the range of interface vertical stress, track slab and self-compaction concrete stress remarkable increased.

2. Under train load, the maximum increase range of track structure stress was up to 9 times compared with interface in good condition. Under temperature gradient load, the maximum increase range of track structure stress was up to 2.4 times compared with interface in good condition. Under train and temperature gradient coupling loads, the maximum increase range of track structure stress was up to 11 times compared with interface in good condition.

3. When water and train impact load are considered, the influence of interface bond damage on the mechanical properties of CRTS III slab track needs further study.
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